Meeting of Executive Directors of World Bank, Washington, D.C., February 24, 1981

Seated at table, counterclockwise from left: Robert S. McNamara, President, Timothy T. Thaddeus, Vice President and Secretary, Hifibert Goliang, Vice President and General Counsel, Y.S.M. Abdulaziz, Nigeria, John A. Agan, United Kingdom, David Blasco Bolivia, Jaime Garcia-Parrado, Colombia, Yves Kivungu, Turkey, Earl G. Drake Canada, Said El-Naggar, Arab Republic of Egypt, Ismail Khelifi, Tunisia, Colbert I. King, United States, Eberhard Kurth Germany, mudring Blazyn, Yugoslavia, Hans Lundergren Sweden, S. A. McLeod, New Zealand, Paul Mestrel de Leon France, Switi Miki, Japan, Josep Miret Spain, Giorgio Ragni, Italy, Hasmik Nazaryan, USSR, Armand Randhane, Madagascar, Wang Liusheng China, Aziz B. Burma, Martin J. W. M. Pajman, Vice President, Administration, Organization, Personnel Management, Warren C. Baum, Vice President, Projects Staff, Hans A. Witten, Executive Vice President, IFC, Menen A. Qureishi, Senior Vice President, Finance, Ernesto S. senior, Vice President, Operations, Seated counterclockwise 2nd row from left: Derek Frank, Smith United Kingdom, Alberto Sola, Argentina, Jack G. Nazaria, Ecuador, Selah al-Hegam, Saudi Arabia, Kikichi Nakamura, Japan, Roberto Meyong-Cotes, Nicaragua, Rodrigo M. Calistro, Portugal, M. Spedter-Zaman, Bangladesh, M. Naseroue, Sogla, Benin, Chiu Hoi, China, Jose E. Carmona, General Counsel, IFC, Macau, Muntari, Vice President and Controller, K. Gaye, Gabriel, Vice President, Programming and Budgeting, Myervi L. Wein, Director General, Operations Evaluation, Standing from right to left: David S. King, United States, Saud M. Zerhouni, Algeria, Hans Dieter, Hanfand Germany, Martha Parent France, Ole I. Poulsen, Denmark, Eugenio H. Rothenberg, Vice President and Treasurer, Will A. Winer, Regional Vice President, Eastern Africa, S. Shabib, Hissense, Regional Vice President, East Asia and Pacific, A. David Knox, Regional Vice President, Western Africa, Gordon F. McClure, Vice President, IFC, James M. Keane, Vice President, IFC, Olivier Lafourcade, Personal Assistant to the President.